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Message from

Jackie & Emma
We start this newsletter with a big
thank you to Marie-Claire who has
been our Acting Manager for the past 6
months whilst Emma has been on maternity leave. Emma has been easing
herself back into nursery life 2 days a
week during January and is back full
time next week. Her eldest son Elliott
returned this week and he took pleasure in showing his younger brother,
Ethan, the ropes!
Claire Taylor leaves us today to go on
Sabbatical. The children presented her
with gifts including a cushion with a
squirrel on it which will ensure she
doesn’t forget us whilst she is away!
We welcome Mollie Pritchard as our
new Pre-School Room Leader; she has
been an instant hit with the children
and she will be making herself to
known toparents over the coming
weeks.
We have had lots of cardboard box play
this week in all rooms - never forget the
value of an empty cardboard box:_
* Playing with a cardboard box can
build skills that some toys can't, such as
creativity, imagination and resourcefulness * Cardboard boxes inspire creativity and imagination as the children build
upon, transform and reinvent them *
The cardboard box takes them on
adventures and helps them explore
imaginary places in their minds *
WOW Moment of
the Week

James (Acorn’s) completed 8
jigsaw puzzles by himself.
Well done James
!

As always please feel free to pop in
and see us or drop us an email to
nursery@parkday.co.uk
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Around the rooms

pasta - you could try this at home.
The SquirThis week in Acorns we enjoyed a Stay and Play
rels have
session on Tuesday. We have had lots of fun
also enplaying with the parachute and balls we even
joyed makblew up some balloons which we enjoyed
ing their
watching float about the room and running to
mark by
catch them.
painting
We have all
the feet of
loved takplastic toy
ing part in
animals and printing them on paper. It
Music and
was interesting to see all the different
Movement
shapes and sizes.
with some
We have had a very busy week in Badgers a different group of children continof the older
ued to make bread rolls. We talked
Acorns joining in about how the yeast made it rise and
with the actions enjoyed watching the physical changes
of the songs.
to the dough as it cooked in our oven.
Painting is alWe also made slime by mixing together
ways a popular pva glue, bicarbonate of soda, food colactivity in
ouring and contact lens solution; we
Acorns; we have
had to be
created some
very careful
lovely paintings
with our
while discovermeasurements to
ing what marks we can make using different
ensure the
tools and brushes along with talking about all
consistency
the different colours we used . On Thursday we
was right.
enjoyed imaginative play with some boxes;
We then
pretending that we were in a big rocket blasting off into space whoosh! Please add photos enjoyed “stretching”, “bouncing” &
to Tapestry of any role play your child enjoys at “squashing” the slime to make slime
home!
people. On Thursday we were very exThis week the Squirrels have had lots of fun
cited to meet our new room leader
playing with the soft play; the children created Mollie. She read stories about emotions
their own game where they had to move from in the cosy corner and we pulled faces to
piece to piece without touching the floor.
demonstrate the emotions ourselves.
The Squirrels love to choose their own songs
On Friday a giant box appeared in our
and nursery rhymes to sing during Rhyme Time room and we made it into a train
and this week we
by adding junk and then enjoyed playing
made our own
hide and seek in it and took it in turns to
musical instrucount to ten. If you have any empty
ments out of junk
boxes, kitchen roll
or inter- shakers to acesting "junk" please b
company the
bring it in and talk
to
songs. We used
your child about
pots and dried
what they can make.
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Forest
School

Picture

**

of the

Haircuts with

Week

Laura

Thursday 22nd
February
**

Squirrels Stay and
Play Thursday 22nd
February PM
**

Badgers Stay and
Play Friday

“Shh, no one will find us in here”

23rd February AM
**

Acorns Stay and
Play Wednesday 28th
February PM
**

World Book Day
Thursday
1st March
**

Mother’s Day

All wrapped up!

Afternoon Tea

Goggle Box

Friday 9th March
2.45pm

Welcome

**

Mollie

Goodbye
Claire

Our week in pictures

Dates for the

Welcome

Henry to Acorns

Happy Birthday

Hands up, baby hands up...

Sadie 4 years old today Neil 2 years old on Monday
Henry 1 years old on Tuesday Adam 4 years old and
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Kush 2 years old on Thursday
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